Introduction
• Mesons consist of 2 valence quarks
• Baryons consist of 3 valence quarks
• 4, 5, and 6 quark systems not yet unambiguously confirmed
• there are 6 different types of quarks
• only 5 of them form hadrons.
• A lot of possible baryons states • Most predict electromagnetic hyperfine transition (but some pionic)
• Model dependent predictions for orbital and radial excitations
• Some Models: Light Quark excitation characteristics similar to heavy-light meson spectra (heavy (cc) diquark)
Production
• Basically no models (except independent production)
• Expect small production cross section
• But why not look anyway??
The SELEX Experiment at Fermilab • transverse vtx resolution 8 − 15 µm
highly-efficient vertex planes over-determine tracks, reduce tracking confusion in high-multiplicity events
• target foils 0.8-2.2 mm thick with 1.5 cm spacing to localize primary interaction
• Lifetime resolution ∼ 20 fs (slightly depending on particle and decay mode) • secondary vertex significance:
• second-largest miss significance among decay tracks ≥ 4.
SELEX Search Strategy for Doubly-Charmed Baryons
• ccq decays to csqud. Look for charm, strange and baryon in final state. SELEX started with Λ
• Look for new secondary vertex between primary and Λ + c
• no RICH PID on new K • No peak in wrong sign (Λ
• Try additional cut: cos Θ * K > −0.6 to remove soft vertex tracks Ground State: 
